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Introduction: Special issue on Rapid casting solutions (RCS) has original research 
papers, review papers, technical papers and notes. This issue is devoted to the 
development of important topics in rapid casting technology, and has been published 
as special issue to compile selected papers from submissions to significant 
international conferences and symposiums and invited papers from prominent 
researchers. Rapid prototyping (RP) has been in evidence for the past twenty years 
and is being widely used in diverse areas, from the building of aesthetic and 
functional prototypes to the production of tools and moulds for technological 
prototypes. Among various RP techniques, three dimensional printing, polyjet 
printing, silicon moulding etc are commercially used as hybrid rapid casting solutions. 
This special issue provides an overview of RP process for shell patterns obtained from 
ceramic shells that can be built and then joined (as in the conventional process) to 
obtain the cavity for pouring metal for generation of cost effective prototypes for 
casting applications. Special topic volume is suitable for academics, researchers, 
industrial practitioners and university students specialising in rapid castings, rapid 
prototyping, manufacturing processes, and related fields. The main topic covered by 
RCS include are Rapid tooling, Rapid moulding, Rapid casting, Hybrid rapid casting 
(Conventional casting + Three dimensional printing/ Fused deposition modeling/ 
Polyjet printing/ SLS/ Silicon moulding etc.), in-process measurement and monitoring 
for precision/ultra-precision rapid castings, surface characterisation and evaluation of 
rapid castings and metrology applied to precision/ultra-precision rapid castings. 
 
In-spite of the best of my efforts there is bound to be some mistakes. The same may 
kindly be brought to my notice for rectification.  
 
I sincerely wish that the Special issue on Rapid casting solutions may come up-to the 
expectations of the readers on this vital subject of production technology. 
 
 
Dr. Rupinder Singh 
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